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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like CO2 detecting satellites (kaboom!)

There is a big coincidence
with the recent viral outbreaks in Asia. Yes I am talking about all the sicknesses
that seem to start in Asia and
scare the crap out of the
whole world. How about
that S.A.R.S sickness that
started in China and spread
to 37 countries. Then you
have the Avian Flu, what
the hell is that?! Birds giving
us the flu, I try to solve this
problem with proper firearm
usage every year! Then you
get this!:
“In
December,
more
than 320,000 cases of
class A and B infectious
diseases occurred and
claimed 1,235 lives. Of
the 140,000 cases of class
C infectious diseases recorded, 13 were fatal.”BEIJING, Jan. 12 (Xinhua)
http://news.xinhuanet.com/
english/2009-01/12/content_10646934.htm
This is just a figure for this
...see Sickness on back

Warning: in the event of an emergency,
do not, under any circumstances, hand
me a knife. Even more especially when
nothing is going on whatsoever and
everything is safe. This is the most dangerous time. Knives, however shiny and
innocent looking they be, are not to be
trusted.
Never ever ever.
Now, I’m sure all
you nice gentlemen who carry
your machetes
and Bowie Knives
around all the
time are probably thinking I’m
some sort of sissy
and I deserve to
have my Invincible name stripped of
me. What kind of guy won’t even touch
a knife? Pansy. Right? Close. I’m not
afraid of knives. Knives are cool, as long
as other people have them. Just don’t
ever give them to me, because blood
will start to fly.

Cutting cardboard- slice. Blood. Chopping some rope- swipe. Blood. Trying
to close the damn thing- shank. More
blood. When it comes to razor edges,
my fingers are retarded.
This is why I shouldn’t own a knife. I do
- a utility knife - but for almost a year it
sat around with
no blades so it
posed no risk to
my life or fingers.
Then I decided
to buy some so I
could use it. For
some reason my
“friends” went
along with my
plan and let me
buy some and
bring them home. If I hadn’t cut myself
trying to get one of the blades out of
the package, I might’ve beat ‘em up for
it. But since I was bleeding everywhere
I couldn’t very well. Maybe in a day or
two.

But seriously. Knives, however fun and
My blood, that is. Over the past 3 years, useful, should not be in my hands. I
I have managed to cut myself roughly can do just as good a job with my bare
90% of the time I have ever used one hands, and I get hurt a lot less. It’s not
for an appreciable amount of time.
...see Knives! on back

So when’s the next blizzard? I haven’t shoveled
my steps in almost a week.

Straight from you-know-where!
Things you can say about your car but not your girlfriend

She used to be my brother’s.
Fill ‘er up.
I’m always afraid of falling off.
I’m teaching my little sister to ride.
Look Ma’, no hands!
I got it used from E-Bay.
It has total seating for three.
Shifter’s a bit sticky.
Costs half my paycheck.
I’m sure she’s got a few
miles left on her.
It’s mostly original parts.
I’m takin’ it out for a Jiffy Lube.
It squeals a bit.
I’m trading her in for a
larger model.
It’s only a little four-banger.
You can take her for a test drive.
It’s got awesome bass.
I’ve had her since I was ten.
Two and a half tons of
American pride.
The cops nailed us last weekend.

Bout time to hose her down.
I love honking ‘cause I love Jesus.
She purrs like a kitten, but drives like
a snowcow.
Its three years old but
works just great
Bout time to gut her for parts.
Gets slippery when wet.
The upholstery doesn’t match
the paintjob.
Filled it up with antifreeze last week
Too much body damage.
Bought her a brand new rug.
Someone keyed her!
Rolled her over in a ditch
last weekend.
Needs a new set of mudflaps.
If we stay at the buffet too long, she
might get towed.
Bought her a brand new
set of headlights.
Damn neighbor plugged up her tailpipe again!
You’re a whore….car.
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By Tyler Botbyl ~ Daily Bull

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

The Steaming Pile
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The Bio-Weapon
Fight in Asia!

In the Event of an Emergency, Do
Not Give Me the Knife
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“I’m not a vegetarian because I
love animals. I’m a vegetarian
because I hate plants.”
~A. Whitney Brown

...Knives! from front

even a bad thing when I slice my finger
doing something dumb. It’s the principle of the thing at that point. Pretty
much the only knife that is safe in my
hands is a butter knife, and even those
have come close to hurting me when I
try to use them like the real thing.
Maybe I should just learn how to use a
knife properly and all my problems will
be solved. That would be the smart
thing to do. Course, it’s never very efficient or quick to try and chop away
from yourself all the time. You know
how hard that is when your fingers are
always in the way? I’d rather rely on
my quick reflexes to save me than any
safety measures I care to implement.
Safety 3rd, right?
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...Sickness from front

past December! Whoa, who is up for
a Chinese road trip! Is this is the only
China you imagine? Why is this occurring? Too many people crammed into
a certain area? Is it the fact that natural
disasters occur here commonly? Is it
their diet? Or, dare I say it, an underground biological war going on? Coincidence? I know we get sick too,
I even have a cold now, but what if
you take the time to think about it.
Who would do such a thing? Is it self
made, a form of population control,
an underground attack by another
country, or just an easy way to get
the disease transmitted to persons
who could be traveling in hopes of
infecting another country through the
massive Asian population?

So if the zombies got your arm and
you can’t stab ‘em back, don’t expect
me to use the knife by your side to rescue you. I’d probably just cut my own
hand off by accident, and then we’d As a biomedical engineer I am inbe in a real pickle. Zombies are best terested in this, this is the future of
killed with axes anyway. Remember: the world. One day we will have
populations so out of control and
no way to provide medical attention
to everyone. Just wait, these disKING OF ALL COSMOS
ITALICS
eases are growing into super germs
They’re going backNathan “Invincible” Miller
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Sunshine’s Searcher

knives + Nathan Invincible = inevitable, preventable bloodshed. Don’t
be a hero; never offer me your knife.

How to Make a
Chocolate Cake in
Your Microwave!

with immunity to most of our medicines already. Hospitals can even be
some of the most infectious places.
So have we seen the beginning of a
By Madelyn Hilty ~ Daily Bull
conspiracy? I think so. The question You’re probably not a great cook
is will you wash your hands when it (even if you are, you can keep readmatters most? Cough….cough…..
ing). Dining hall food and Taco Bell are
good ways to avoid learning how. But
there comes a time at three in the morning on a
Tuesday of exam week when you’re really hungry
and need some mental fuel for procrastinating on
your studying. But then nothing’s open! Well, I’ve
got some good news. If you can scrounge up a
few simple ingredients and a microwaveable coffee mug (that’s right, a coffee mug!), then you can
make this amazingly simple chocolate cake recipe
and satisfy your late night cravings.
Ingredients:
1 coffee mug, 4 tablespoons all purpose flour, 4
tablespoons sugar, 2 tablespoons cocoa powder,
1 egg, 3 tablespoons milk, and 3 tablespoons oil.
Mix the flour, sugar and cocoa together inside the
mug. Add the egg, stir well. Add the milk and oil,
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stir well again. Microwave the cup for
three minutes on high. Wait until the
cake has stopped rising, then take out
and devour.
See? Easy! Now go make yourself
cake. It’s delicious.

